ABA letter to Labor Department highlights worry over unpaid pro bono internships

ABA urges government to give law firms a green light on unpaid students

By Don J. DeBenedictis

Last year, law students at George Washington University came up with a plan to help Iraqi refugees, and the school found a law firm to lead the pro bono project. But at the last minute, the firm backed out.

The firm said it feared that bringing on unpaid interns, even only to do pro bono work, could violate federal wage laws, according to Alan B. Morrison, the George Washington's dean for public interest law.

Business use of unpaid interns, which expanded rapidly as the economy contracted, has drawn increased criticism in the last few years, including high-profile lawsuits against Fox Searchlight Pictures Inc., Harper's Bazaar magazine and public television's Charlie Rose.

'The basic problem is the [Department of Labor] is not willing to state a public position on this.' - Alan B. Morrison

Now the issue has hit law firms and law schools. In a letter last week, the American Bar Association urged the U.S. Department of Labor to allow students and recent law graduates to participate in law firm pro bono activities without being paid.

ABA President Laurel G. Bellows requested the department's solicitor issue an informal letter to "provide both law firms and law schools assurance that the Department will not take legal enforcement action against intern hosts who utilize unpaid interns under certain circumstances that are consistent with the purposes of [the Fair Labor Standards Act] and do not violate the law."

On Friday, Morrison also wrote Department of Labor Solicitor M. Patricia Smith. He said the possibility that law firms doing pro bono work might draw scrutiny over unpaid interns had become "a major barrier to increasing the availability of pro bono services through the use of law student volunteers."

Law firms refuse to work on law school pro bono projects "all the time" citing that fear, Morrison said.

"Law firms are very cautious entities," he said. "Absent some guidance from the department, [they] don't want to take the risk."

In an emailed statement, a spokesperson for Smith's office said only, "We have received the ABA's letter, and we are taking their request under advisement."

The issue turns on whether law students or recent law school graduates might be
exempt from the federal labor act's general requirement that employees be paid. The act sets out six required criteria for determining whether a worker is a "trainee" who does not count as a paid employee. The criteria include that the training is similar to what the student would get in school, that no regular employees are displaced and that the employer gains "no immediate advantage" from the trainee's work "and on occasion, its operations may actually be impeded."

The ABA and Morrison are essentially seeking an alternate exception for students working on public interest projects. Those situations go beyond the interests of employer and employee, the George Washington dean said in his letter, to include the interests of people who can't afford essential legal services.

The issue is particularly important, he added, now that New York now has required new lawyers to have done 50 hours of pro bono work in order to be admitted. California, New Jersey and Montana may soon do the same.

In an interview, Morrison acknowledged that realistically no law student would be likely to sue the firm where he or she did unpaid pro bono work. The Department of Labor probably would not either, he said.

But he can't be sure. "The basic problem is the department is not willing to state a public position on this," Morrison said.

Some employment lawyers do think law firms or corporate law departments could be at risk under the act even for pro bono projects.

"It's an interesting question," said Manhattan attorney Jesse Strauss, who has sued more than a dozen law schools over allegedly misleading graduate job data. Last week, Strauss and lawyers at a group called Intern Justice sued fashion designer Norma Kamali on behalf of an unpaid intern.

"I would argue that the law firms do need to pay because they're getting an advantage," Strauss said. "Their regular associates can be on paid work."

Pasadena attorney Antonio de Cardenas, who represents employers, cautioned that law firms also might be liable under California's somewhat more stringent wage-and-hour rules.

"Quite honestly, this gives me pause," his colleague Anne E. Garrett said about law firm interns. "I think there's significant risk."

But some pro bono coordinators and career services officials at California law schools regard the issue as a tempest in a teapot.

"I'm a little surprised by this [ABA] letter," said Anna S. Davis, the director of public interest programs at UCI School of Law.

Early in 2010, soon after the Irvine school opened, Davis was setting up a pro bono project to help special-needs children in foster care. The law firm she was working with expressed concern about the federal wage laws.

But after researching the issue with the school librarians' help, she convinced the firm there was no risk because the students would meet the labor act's trainee criteria.

Davis said no private employer has raised the issue since, although she often tells them of her research.

Officials at several other California schools said they effectively avoid any problem by not placing student interns with private employers or by insisting that students either get paid or receive academic credit.

ABA law school accreditation rules state that students in externship programs cannot be paid if they are receiving class credit.

H. Catherine Mayorkas, UCLA's director of public interest programs, acknowledged that law firms and schools are concerned about the issue. "Depending on what the Department of Labor does, it has all sorts of implications," she said.
But in Los Angeles, there are enough nonprofit and public interest organizations that UCLA doesn't need to send students to firms or businesses to do pro bono work, she said.

Pro bono officials at Southwestern Law School and Pepperdine University School of Law largely agreed. "We have plenty of connections with nonprofit organizations," said Southwestern's externship director, Anahid Gharakhanian. The school will sometimes place a student to work unpaid at a law firm who is "not actually replacing an employee."

Pepperdine's director of clinical education, Elayne Berg-Wilion, said the Malibu school only recently relaxed its no-private-employer policy. It now occasionally places students with small firms for small pro bono or public interest projects. "We said it would be at their risk to decide" whether to take unpaid interns, she said, referring to the participating firms.

Chapman University School of Law takes a similar at-your-own-risk approach, according to Suzanna Adelizi, the associate director of career services. It does so largely because in Orange County, there are only two public interest groups where students can work on pro bono matters.

The school won't allow law firms that do not pay students to recruit on campus, but it does let them post openings. "I don't want to be paternalistic," she said.

And sometimes, those unpaid jobs pay off. Adelizi said a criminal defense lawyer who brought on a student to work on a victims' assistance project later began to pay her. Once the student, who has now graduated, passes the bar exam, the lawyer intends "to offer her a permanent position with the firm."
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